ARTICLES

Insurance woes could push Lederle out of DTP market
Lederle Laboratories, which one year ago had been the sole distributor of DTP vaccine in the United States, might be forced to stop distributing the antigen if it loses its liability insurance coverage after July 1 — an event that would once again leave only one company distributing the vaccine 1

Database: Plan before you buy to make computerization a positive step
The relatively recent development of new technologies — coupled with a sales boom in home and business computers — has spurred many physicians to weigh the benefits of computerizing their offices. This article, the first in a periodic series, suggests items physicians should consider before purchasing office based computer systems 1

Members invited to participate in office-based research network
If your medical practice would like to participate in the AAP Collaborative Research Project Network of office-based pediatricians, the Academy urges you to contact your chapter chairman 1

Pediatricians play key role in children's early dental care
The need for early dental care is a relatively new idea — an idea that the dental community must depend on pediatricians to convey 3

Members urged to suggest topics or resolutions for AMA meeting
The AMA Section on Public Health recommends that it's members suggest items for possible consideration at an upcoming meeting of the AMA House of Delegates 3

Candidates tell why they feel they should serve as president
In this month's election report, the nominees for 1986-87 vice president-elect tell why they feel qualified to ultimately serve as AAP president 4

Risky Business: Know how to respond — pointers on providing a deposition
One of the most important elements in any defense is the way you present yourself and respond to questions during your deposition. A legal expert offers 20 pointers about your conduct during the deposition 4

Family, membership input next step in planning AAP parent newsletter
The Academy and its joint publisher, Feeling Fine Programs, are asking families in a series of focus group interviews what type of information they'd like included in a monthly newsletter 9

Catalog lists prenatal, infant care resources
Practice ideas sought 15

Rural practice kits available
Information on how to order the new rural practice resource kits and other rural health news is highlighted 15

Congress provides opportunities you can't afford to miss
The International Congress of Pediatrics offers an educational bargain featuring fee refunds and travel discounts 16

More than just the Magic Kingdom await Spring Session attendees
Orlando, the site of the upcoming AAP Spring Session, attracts more than 9 million visitors annually and is one of the fastest growing communities in the country 17

Members recommend CME course on infectious diseases
A "superb faculty" is one reason Ronald Fager, M.D., FAAP of Denver, recommends the upcoming AAP Continuing Medical Education course "Infectious Diseases" to his colleagues. The course is scheduled for June 1-3 in Vancouver, B.C. 18

Vancouver sets the scene for CME course 18

SPECIAL REPORT

Preventing Accidents: How to keep children emergency free
Accidents — the number one killer of children aged 1 to 14 years — annually takes the lives of more than 8,500 children. Most accidents, especially those that occur at home, have causes within our control and can be prevented 6

TIPP promotes child safety 6

Tips for patients
Offered here is advice aimed at children aged 6 years and older. Pediatricians and parents might find these guidelines useful when providing safety instruction 6

Tips for parents
Pediatricians can help parents take precautions so that if an emergency occurs, the parents are prepared. Some reminders aimed at parents can assist pediatricians with their accident prevention counseling 7

When it's time to seek help 7

COLUMNS

Washington Update
Gramm-Rudman setback... Bowen on the move... CHIRP push... HHS retargeting infant mortality funds 3

Chapter Newsline
Oregon receives $500,000 grant to implement a program to improve services for abused and neglected children. California Chapter Officers elected. "We specialize in the future" is theme of membership drive... A law passed in Wisconsin makes grandparents legally responsible for the support of the children of one of their dependent minor children 5

Focus on Practice
Four years ago, Thomas F. Tonniges, M.D., FAAP, decided to do more to treat his patients and their families as a whole. He hired a social worker. Today, that social worker is an integral part of his practice 5

Program teaches teenagers to be safe, responsible babysitters
Treating common medical emergencies is one aspect taught to participants enrolled in the Safe Sitter program, a course that prepares teenagers to be responsible, safe babysitters 8

Academy extends recommendations for treating a choking child
In concurrence with the American Heart Association and the American Red Cross, the Academy now recommends using abdominal thrusts — the so-called "Heimlich maneuver" — for treatment of a choking child, except in infants younger than one year old 8

Injury control center established at CDC
Reflecting growing interest and concern about "injury," an office dedicated to injury prevention was established late last year within the Center for Disease Control 8

Public awareness increased 8

Feedback
What should pediatricians do about teens who drink and drive? 10

Health Alert
Working mothers and health care... TV viewing... Raw milk... Car seat guide... Baby toy recalls... Dietary fiber... 11

Second Opinions
Home schooling benefits... Health aspects stressed... 18

Insight
Washington office keeps Academy on top of government activities 20

DEPARTMENTS

Membership applicant list 13
Policy Statement: School Health Examinations 19
Course calendar 19
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